Draft for the Meeting of Thursday, May 11, 2023

Attendance:

Attendance: Kevin Swier, Chair; Natalie Szabo, Secretary; Jan-Jo Chen; Rae-Anne Montague; John Smith; Tekleab Gala; Andre Van Duzor; Liefu Jiang; Mutlu Koseli; Mohammed Islam; Mohammad Salahuddin; Louis McFarland; Rohan Attele; Archie Peters; Evelyn Delgado-Norris

Meeting start time: 12:35
Meeting Adjournment: 1:15
Next Meeting: Fall 2023
Minutes completed by Natalie Szabo

Minutes:
1. Approval of minutes from last meeting:
   a. Edited attendance list, edited art section materials
   b. Motion to approve (Jiang/Peters); approved (12y/0n/0a)

Agenda:
1. Criminal Justice Program Changes
   a. Mutlu Koseli provided information and updates to the committee about changes being presented today.
   b. Mohammed Salahuddin also provided feedback about changes to the catalog descriptions and requirements/elections.
   c. Motion to approve (Delgado/McFarland); approved (12y/0n/0a)

2. CIMST Capstone Project/CPTR 4950
   a. Rohan Attele provided information about the capstone project changes to the program.
   b. Items were originally approved by the committee on 5/5/18 and somehow the changes were never made to the course catalog.
   c. Motion to approve (Montague/Peters); approved (12y/0n/0a)

3. CIMST, Add CPTR 5130, data science
   a. Rohan Attele provided information about the addition of CPTR 5130.
   b. It is a new course for postgraduates that could be used for a certificate program that is currently being designed.
   c. Motion to approve (Montague/Peters); approved (12y/0n/0a)